In the paper we consider time-varying systems with coefficients depending meromorphically on time. In differential operator representations these systems are described by matrices over a skew polynomial ring with coefficients in the field of real meromorphic functions. Different kinds of indices (controllability, minimal, geometric and dynamical) are introduced and it is proved that they essentially coincide. The input module and the formal transfer matrix are defined and used for an algebraic description of time-varying systems. A charactqrization of system equivalence is given in these terms and also a complete list of invariants of similarity for time-varying state-space systems.
Introduction
In the present paper we consider time-varying analytic state-space systems of the form As opposed to time-invariant systems, where the system matrix is defined over the commutative rings R [D] , resp. C[D], we consider system matrices over the noncommutative ring .4/lDl in this paper. Basic results of the theory of skew polynomial rings are given, for example, by Cohn (1971) .
It has already been shown in Ilchmann et al. (1984) that the skew polynomial ring -//lDl yields an appropriate framework for an algebraic study of time-varying systems. Different frameworks have been suggested by Kamen (1976) and Ylinen (1980) . Kamen (1976) considers input-output equations of the form A(z): B (u) ( 1.6) where .4 and B are matrices over a skew polynomial ring Jlp], p is a derivative operator and J a left noetherian ring. The Noether condition appears to be somewhat restrictive. The set of real analytic functions is not noetherian. Ylinen (1980) considers equations of the form (1.6) where .4 and B are defined over a skew polynomial ring with coefficients in any subring of G* (i.e. the space of infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions on an open real interval) which does not contain zero-divisors. In the present paper it is important to distinguish between two considerations of the elements k P(D) : .l^P,Dt e.4/[D]"'n Let ze(6-)n. Then P(D)z: f f ,n're-//lDl' is obtained by formal multiplicatio n ,i,lo*lrl, *nr" P(D)(z): f P,r, 'tl-,4' denotes the action of the differerri"l "p";",o r P(D) on z.
In $ 2 we give some basic results for time-varying systems described by higherorder differential equations of the form (r.7) where the matrices P, Q, Y and W are defined over .//lDl (cf. Ilchmann et al. (1984) . These equations extend the differential operator representation as introduced by Rosenbrock (1970) to linear time-varying systems.
P(D)(z): Q(D)(u) 1 y: v(D)(z) + w(D)(u))
In $ 3 we generalize Rosenbrock's (1970) , resp. Kalman's (1971) , definition of controllability indices to state-space systems with real analytic coefficients. It is shown that a system of the form (1.1) is controllable if and only if its sum of controllability indices coincides with the dimension of the system. h $ a -//lD)-right submodules of ,/{lDl' are analysed and minimal bases of these modules are characterized. This is an extension of Forney's main theorem (1975, p.495) . Minimal indices of a module are defined. Analogously to the timeinvariant case (see Münzner and Prätzel-Wolters (1979\\, the set of transformation matrices which transform a minimal basis of a module to another minimal basis is characterized.
In $ 5 the mathematical theory of modules over the non-commutative ring "illDl as developed in $ 4 is used for systems-theoretical questions. It is shown that for a system of the form (1.7) the right rtrlDl-input module p(P(D), Q@D: {u e .4/lDf^p z e JllDf :P(D)z: Q@)u} is invariant under system equivalence. For analytic state-space systems, we provide a proof that the set of controllability indices and the set of minimal indices of p(DI,-,4, B) coincide. From knowledge of the controllability matrix of a controllable system of the form (1.1) a minimal basis of p(DI,-A, B) is constructed.
Brunovskj, (1970) derives a complete set of invariants for the action of the full feedback group on time-varying state-space systems. These 'geometric indices' are, in general, time-varying. For analytic state-space systems they are constant on R\N, where N is a discrete set. In $ 6 it is proved that, on R\N, the set of geometric indices coincide with the set of controllability indices and with the set of the minimal indices of the input module of a given analytic stat'e-space system. In $ 7 we introduce a left skew polynomial field "//(D) of "//lD). This enables us to define a formal transfer matrix VP tQIW over .//(D) for systems of the form (1.7). It is invariant under system equivalence. In contrast to time-invariant systems, no interpretation is possible via the Laplace transform. The formal transfer matrices form an R-algebra. In Ilchmann et al. (1984, Definition 7 .2) an input-output map for systems of the form (1.7) is defined. We prove that for two systems, the formal transfer matrices coincide if and only if the input-output maps coincide.
In $ 8 it is shown that the module {ue.//lD)^l(VP 'Q + W)ue.//lDfe} (1.8)
of an observable system of the form (1.7) coincides with the input module of the system. This is an extension of Forney's (1975) results. The dynamical indices are defined as the minimal indices of the module (1.8).
In $ 9 we provide a proof that two systems of the form (1.7) are system-equivalent if and only if their input modules and their formal transfer matrices coincide. Furthermore, as an extension of Popov (1972), we specify a complete set of similarity invariants for controllable analytic state-space systems.
Preliminaries
In the present paper we consider time-varying finite-dimensional linear systems in the differential operator representations Lx ro)' -Lo r.J and f, Pr, resp. Pr,Tr, are left, resp. right, coprime.
For a given system " : [;,ff.*rr(tr+p,x('+n, the solution space M(P, Q) t: {(t, u)r e(G*)' x al/^lP(z): Q@)} (2.3) (where, in order to simplify the notation we use (z,u)r instead of (zr,ar)r) can be decomposed into the direct sum of the R-vector space of forced motionslstarting from zero M *(P, Q):-{(r", u)r e M(P, Q)a(al/' x all^) (2.4) and the R-vector space of free motions ker P x {0} : -{(z', 0)r eM(P, Q)} (2.s\
The assumption that P is full is essential for the decomposition. In contrast to the time-invariant case where M(P, Q) is an R[D]-module, for time-varying systems of the form (2.1) M(P,Q) is in general only an R-vector space and not an R[D]-or .6lDl-modu,le.
Controllability indices
In this section we introduce controllability indices and characterize controllability for time-varying state-space systems, whose coefficients depend analytically on time.
For (A,B)6-6/n'{t+^) and leN we define is said to be the controllability matrix of (A, B) (see Silverman and Meadows (1967) ).
Definition 3.1 Let R be a ring and GL"(R);: {,4eRn*nl3A-re R"n:AA-r : I,}. Two systems f or,-,t -Bl f Dr,-A' -B'1 ,-seqg deletrns Drocess.
The numberS ftr, ..., k. are called the controllability indices of (A, B)and because of (3.3) they are invariant under similarity.
The following example will also be used later to illustrate new definitions. Other authors (for example, Kalman (1962) ) only require that the control functions are piecewise continuous. But for analytic state-space systems it is not restrictive to require that ueQ/^. Moreover, controllability and total controllability (i.e. controllability in every open non-void subinterval of R) coincide for these systems (see Silverman and Meadows (1967) and Ilchmann et al. (1984, Appendix) ). As mentioned above, it is not restrictive if ue'A^, and therefore'(i)+(ii)'can be proved using Silverman and Meadows (1967, p.69) . '(ii)e(iv)' and '(iii)e(ii)' are immediate. It remains to prove'(ii)=(iii)': without restriction of generality assume kr2l,...,kr)-1, kr*, k^:0. The assumption that there exists i) 1 such that k,> n -l* 1 leads to the contradiction I n:
,L=rk,>l-l+n-lr1:n Therefore ki4n-/+1for i:l,...,mand (iii)isproved. 
E(D)I
rf oz is a right-(left-) .ulDl-module, its rank is the cardinality of any maxrmal right-(left-) linearly independent (over ,//lDl) subset of element of zn (see Cohn (1971, p. 28) ). Since "/{lDf is a right and left euclidean domain (see Ore 1933) it follows for the free .tlDf-right module dllDl' that each of its submodules is also free and of rank at most r (see Cohn (1971, p.46) ).
For a matrix P e .//lDl'"k the column (row) rank is defined as the rank of the right (left) -lllDl-submodule of "//lD)'("//lDlt'k) spanned by the columns (rows) of P. Both ranks coincide (see Cohn (1971, p. 195) ). The following lemma will be used to prove that the set of controllability indices of a state-space system coincides with the set of minimal indices of its input module. Note, that in Lemma 5.2 we do not caIl (A', B) a normal form of (.4, B) since T is not necessarily an element of GL"(.ü).
Proposition 5.2
Let (A, B\ e 541" " t"+ n) be controllable. Then (ii) The sum of the controllability indices of (A, B) is n. This proposition also shows that the input module is an appropriate tool to generalize invariant indices for time-varying systems in differential operator representation.
In the following it will be explained how different definitions of controllability in the case of state-space systems are related.
Definition 6.2
A system (A,B)e.il""('+') iS said to be uniformly controllable if rkr K(,4(r), B(t)):n for every teR.
While in the single-input case this condition is equivalent to controllability and constant r,(r)s, for multi-input systems uniform controllability is not sufficient to guarantee the existence of a normal form. Consider, for example, thc system For (A, B)e36/n"(n+^) let H e dn"n' be given as in (3.4). The value of II at reR will be denoted by H(t). Then the following implicationi hold due to the construction of II: for every u e'2/^. Unfortunately the formal transfer matrices of time-varying systems do not form an R-algebra with respect to the usual multiplication of matrices over a skew field: If P e -//lDln'n and Qe.,//lDl'"^, then P tQ. "//(D)' " can be interpreted as an operator on aU^ only if P is full and im Q c irn p. But the set {P-tQe-//(D)"plPe-4/lD) 'n full w.r.t. .il, Qe-//lDln"o and imQc im P} do not form an R-algebra. If PlrQr'PitQr: P-tQ and Pr, Prare full, in general P is not full.
Lemma 7.1 { r, -' n + w e -t/ (D)e' ^ll :, |3f , -y'l lD1{' + nt " tr + n) is a system matrix, n . n } (. -ltv wl )
is an R-algebra with respect to the following multiplication and addition:
[-n.l These operations correspond to series and parallel connections of systems, see Rosenbrock (1970, p. 125 ).
Proof we prove that P is full w.r.t. .q/. The state-space representation for system matrices (see Ilchmann et al. (1984) tp -o1
Let P:l:, ,i le"utoltn+ptx(n+nt be observable and G:vp-tQ+w LV WJ Then the set of dynamical indices of G and the set of minimal indices of p(P,Q) coincide.
9 Characterization of system equivalence and a complete set of invariants
The analysis of the input module enables us to give a characterization of system equivalent controllable time-varying systems. These results are known for timeinvariant state-space systems, cf. Popov (1972).
L; ö ).*rr1t' t ptxo+mt and n': frz, i ).rrr1Q',ptx(r lml be both controllable. Then w = p .= P' itr p(P, Q): p(P', Q') and VP-|QYV'P'-rg' + W'
Proof
For every system matrix there exists a system-equivalent state-space representation (see Ilchmann et al. (1984) , Proposition 5.7). Furthermore controllability, input module and formal transfer matrix are invariant under system equivalence. Therefore we assume without restriction of generality that In Ilchmann et al. (1984, Proposition 7. 3) system equivalence is characterized in terms of the input-output map. using proposition 7.1 this can now be carried out in the following form. The following example illustrates how to construct a system with a presented list of invariants.
Example 9.1 Let(kr,kz,k):(2,0,1)and U:lur,u2,u3)ed3"3.
Because of (9.1) let Ü be of the following structure It is important to choose t7 in Propositiong.3 with entries in .il, not in .//. Otherwise in general for arbitrary given indices kr, ..., k^e 0\ there does not exist an analytic system (A,84e.g'"t'*^t. Let for example n:m:kt:l and ur:t-r. Then H: l:Ko:B and Kr:r-1: -(-r-1).1+0. Therefore (A, B): (-t-t, 1). But the system (D + t-')(t): u is not of interest since ker-, (D + t-til: {rt-llre R}. That means D + t-r is not full w.r.t..il.
